T
en
days
of
magic
JUL 28–AUG 6

2022
HORNBY ISLAND

tickets

GET your
tickets early
and save!

VOLUNTEER
FOR FREE
TICKETS
Call or stop by
the box office
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Box Office
2125 Sollans Rd (behind the Community Hall)
Online: hornbyfestival.tickit.ca
Box office and event gate only accepts cash or credit card.
All sales are final. No refunds or exchanges.
Program subject to change without notice.
All outdoor main stage concerts proceed rain or shine.
Administration:
generalmanager@hornbyfestival.bc.ca 250.335.2734

EVENINGS at the Farm*
Advance (to July 28)
During Festival

Adult
19-64
$32
$37

Elder/Youth Children Family
65+ / Y 14-18 6-13
2 parents 4 child
$28
$15
$80
$32
$15
$90

(July 29 – August 6)

EVENINGS at the Hornby Community Hall
Gabor Maté

August 4

$40 General Admission

Classical Concerts at the Hall Prices based on area seating – see website
Adult
Elder/Youth
Children
Advance (to July 28)
$35/45/55/65 $30/40/50/60 $20/25/30/35
During Festival
$40/50/60/70 $35/45/55/65
$25/30/35/65
(July 29 – August 6)

* Rosemuir Farm is a Hornby treasure and a stunning backdrop
for the Festival each year – 9925 Central Road
Farm Etiquette
Please help keep it safe and fun for all by observing the following:
• Please do not come to the farm if you are unwell or experiencing any cold
or flu symptoms.
• Smoke only in the designated area
• No outside food or drink allowed into evening performances
• No dogs or other pets, even in the parking area; guide dogs allowed
• Festival grounds are well marked, please stay within the boundaries
• Respect other festival goers by not dancing in front of seated audience
• Please supervise your children and know where they are at all times
• Dress for the weather and carry a flashlight
• Please pick up after yourself or the hardworking festival staff will at
the end of the night.
• The farm is private property. Please do not go to the farm outside
of festival open hours.
Local Vendors
Come and enjoy savoury and sweet delectables alongside non-alcoholic
beverages from local vendors at evening Farm events.
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Thursday, July 28 7–9 PM Hornby Community Hall

Opening
Reception

Come to celebrate 40 years of the Hornby
Festival! This evening will open our Four
Decades of Festival Photographic Retrospective of the Hornby Festival. We will
have food, drink, and music to celebrate so
many moments of magic and one of the
longest-standing festivals in North America.

Friday, July 29 10:00 AM Hornby Hall Entrance

Elder
Welcome

Please come for this traditional welcome to
this land and this festival by Pentlatch Elder
Barb Whyte (Billy), Knowledge Keeper and
member of the K’ómoks Band. Hornby
Island is the unceded traditional territory of
the Pentlatch people and K’ómoks First
Nation. Following the welcome, Elder Barb
Whyte will introduce the Round Room
exhibit, Come Witness Our Elder Stories,
and will guide a special preview of the
exhibit open to anyone who has donated for
With the support of a candle (this or last year) to make this Elder
Hornby Arts Story documenting project possible.
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HornbyCommunityHall
PhotographicRetrospective
Hornby Community Hall (main room)
July 30 – Aug. 2 10 AM – 3 PM / Aug. 4 – 2 – 3 PM
Aug. 5 Noon – 3 PM / Aug. 6 Noon – 3 PM
To help celebrate 40 years of the Hornby Festival, we have put up a Four
Decades of Festival Photographic Retrospective of just some of the great
memories and amazing events that have happened at the Hornby Festival over all those years. In choosing from the hundreds of photos, we
were struck by all the magical moments that have happened from
Clydesdale horses on the ferry, to lanterns and fire spinners at Tribune, to
an orchestra at the Farm, to dance parties at the beach, 1,000 feet of
prayer flags, Live on the Lawn at CHFR 96.5, solo violin on windy bluffs,
the arrival of “Becky the grand piano”, a school for emerging musicians,
over 1,000 happy faces dancing together under the stars, incredible visual art on our walls, thought-provoking authors, using our stage to educate, and of course the multitude of world-class performing artists. The
images of joyous, connected moments go on and on.
It is with gratitude to wonderful island photographers Bob Cain and
Jennifer Armstrong Photography and that we have been able to hang
some of these memories.

Exhibit–ComeWitnessOurElderStories
Hornby Community Hall (round room)
July 30 – Aug. 2 10 AM – 3 PM / Aug. 4 2 – 3 PM
Aug. 5 Noon – 3 PM / Aug. 6 Noon – 3 PM
Caution viewers – this exhibit contains disturbing audio content, is not for children, and may
not be for sensitive viewers. Viewer discretion is advised.

This exhibit was developed under the cultural direction of Pentlatch
Knowledge Keeper and K’ómoks First Nation member, Elder Barb
Whyte (Billy). This audio-visual exhibit includes the photographic
images of residential school/hospital survivors as well as other Elders
accompanied by the audio of their account and the story of their life.
These are difficult accounts but an important part of our education and
the process of Truth and Reconciliation in Canada.
If you feel you would like counselling or connection to indigenous support after viewing this
exhibit, please use the contacts provided at the exhibit (with gratitude to the Hornby and
Denman Health Care Society). Donations for lighting a candle will be accepted as you enter.
These funds will be used to continue the process of documenting these important stories,
under the direction of Elder Barb Whyte, while we still can.
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Friday, July 29 7:30 PM Rosemuir Farm

Leeroy
Stagger
Roots/Rock/Groove
Gates
at
7 PM

An alternative country singer songwriter,
Leeroy Stagger pens songs dealing with life’s
challenges and questions that are literate but
down to earth. As befits an artist who got his
start in punk rock touring with bands such as
Hot Hot Heat, Stagger’s early albums had a
scrappy sound that emphasized the rock part
of roots rock. But his songs became more
thoughtful with time, and he developed a
smoother, more country-influenced style.

His music has appeared in popular TV series
OPENING ACT Grey’s Anatomy, giving him major exposure in
7:30 PM both Canada and the United States. This was
followed by a series of critical and commercial
To Be Announced
breakthroughs. A prolific artist, Stagger has
released new music every couple of years for
over a decade on labels such as Rebel Tone,
Megaforce, Gold Lake Records and True North.
Leeroy will come to Hornby as a five-piece
band and will share his high energy roots rock
love with stories that connect us to each other
and a groove that will keep you moving and
inspired.
leeroystagger.com
“A little Steve Earle, a little John Prine, a little
Bruce Springsteen and whole lot of his own
heart and soul make up Canadian alt/country/
folk/rock minstrel Leeroy Stagger’s music.”
Cash Box Canada (Dream It All Away)
“There are few people you feel you get to
know through their music more than Stagger.” The Calgary Herald
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Art In Unusual Places
2 pm Friday, July 29 at Grassy Point

Saturday, July 30 7:30 PM Rosemuir Farm

Miguelito
Valdesand
Friends
Cuban/Dance
Gates
at
7:00 PM
OPENING ACT
7:30 PM
Taio Samuel
aerials performance

Miguelito Valdes has been described as one
of Cuba's most highly regarded trumpet
players of his generation. Over the years, he
has performed with many of Cuba’s top performers. Miguelito participated in the awardwinning recording “La Rumba Soy Yo,”
which won a Latin Grammy in 2001. In 2000,
he began playing with Omara Portuondo
(Diva of Buena Vista Social Club) with whom
he toured the world for six years. He has also
played with important musicians abroad including Michael Brecker, Herbie Hancock,
and Wayne Shorter. In 2005, Miguelito had
the opportunity of participating in the
recording of the CD named Rhythms del
Mundo with musicians like Sting, Coldplay,
U2, Maroon 5, just to mention some. He has
recorded as part of more than 50 recording
projects in Cuba. He has performed as part
of the Buena Vista Club in Mexico. Upon
moving to Canada, Miguelito began touring
with the Afro Cuban All Stars project directed by Juan de Marcos Gonzalez.
Miguelito now lives on the West Coast with
his wife, Cynthia Rodriguez, an accomplished Cuban keys and bass performer, who
will join him on stage on Hornby with this
quartet. Get ready to dance the night away!

Raised on Hornby Island
and always doing amazing things, Taio Samuel
quietly awes us in everything she does. Taio just
finished her first year of
post-secondary school,
works for AFC construction, is a volunteer firefighter and an all-round Art In Unusual Places
serious athlete. 2 PM, Saturday, July 30
Outside Hall Stage behind festival office
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Sunday, July 31 7:30 PM Rosemuir Farm

Pharis&
Jason
Romero
Sing-songwriter/folk
Gates
at
7:00 PM
OPENING ACT
7:30 PM
The return of
Hippies on the Roof
Jody Rutherford and Nigel
Fletcher both hail from
Hornby and now call
Victoria home.
Jody sprung from a
musical Hornby family.
Jody is a multiinstrumentalist and in 2021
turned professional when
he became the rhythm
guitar player for the Marc
Atkinson Trio.

Pharis and Jason have been connecting
deeply with audiences since their first record
release in 2011. They started out together
playing mostly traditional music in an early
old time trio. Over the years they’ve moved
their original song writing and nuanced
singing into the forefront, and have found
their intimate performances embraced by
audiences around North America and Europe. Their songs, voices, rhythmic playing,
and the rise and fall of their harmonies have
evolved together to become the centerpieces of the five records they’ve released as
a duo. Three Juno awards, eight Canadian
Folk Music Awards, two Penguin Eggs Album
of the Year, multiple chart-topping songs and
a steady stream of media praise later, the
Romero’s are considered shining stars at the
top of the international folk/bluegrass scene
today. Bring a blanket and bask in the music
surrounded by the beauty of Rosemuir Farm
– it will be a night to remember.
www.pharisandjason.com
“Sung with sublime vocal harmonies that
blend and intertwine effortlessly.”
NPR Music – Songs We Love
“... Wonderful, achingly beautiful harmonies.
It’s all perfectly judged, precise but never
flashy picking, tangible chemistry and
warmth between them and Grade A songs.”
Maverick Magazine

Nigel is about to graduate
with his BSC in Geography Art In Unusual Places
but still finds time for the 11 AM – Sunday, July 31
Live on the Lawn at CHFR 96.5 FM
music in his life.
2 PM – Sunday, July 31
8
Sandpiper Beach Meadow

Monday, August 1 7:30 PM The Farm

IAMTHELIVING

Rising star, Juno-nominated and two-time

R&B/Soul/Dance Western Canadian music award nominee,
Gates
at
7:00 PM

OPENING ACT
Odus Atkinson
Hornby Islander, elevenyear-old Odus Atkinson
rarely stops singing and
he loves to “rock out.”
He has been a multiinstrumentalist since he
could hold a drumstick
and his biggest rockstar
inspiration is Paul
McCartney.

recording artist Rian Peters, better known by
his stage name IAMTHELIVING, hails from
London, United Kingdom but now calls Vancouver his home. His musical background
boasts a wealth of diverse experience, a distinct voice that stands alone, and the ability
to create music that speaks volumes. Rians’
strength lies in his art; singer, songwriter, music producer, visionary, and all-round performer, his stage presence and creative drive
echo many great artists who have come before him. Rian has toured and performed
with the likes of Estelle, Ceelo Green and
opened for Lauryn Hill at the Montreux Jazz
Festival. Rian’s debut EP In This Thing Called
Life was recognized by the JUNO awards
with a 2021 nomination in the “Traditional
R&B/Soul Recording of the Year” category
and in 2020 he was nominated for “R&B
Artist of the Year” at the Western Canadian
Music Awards. In 2020, Peters and Vancouver rapper Teon Gibbs released the singles
“Puppa” and “Between the Groove,” as previews to their collaborative EP released to
critical acclaim, JNGL (2021). IAMTHELIVING
brings a high energy seven-piece band to
our Festival Stage. It will be a big dance
night at Rosemuir Farm.
iamtheliving.com
“. . . distinct voice that stands alone and the
ability to create music that speaks volumes.”
JUNO Awards
Art in Unusual Places
2 PM, Monday Aug. 1 – Ringside Market
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FREE at the Festival
Festival
Live
ON HORNBY RADIO
This year, we return with one Hornby
Festival Live on the Lawn at CHFR.
Come on down or tune in to CHFR 96.5 (our
local radio station at Joe King Park) on
Sunday July 31 at 11 am to hear an intimate
preview and short interview with Pharis &
Jason Romero

Classical Kaimerata
Aug. 6 10 – 10:30 AM
Kids Saturday,
Hornby Hall

Not sure you want to bring your kids to a quiet fullevening classical performance at the hall, but want
to expose them to some of this amazing music?
Everyone will love this 30 minute/world-class but
kid-friendly classical presentation.

Festival
Exhibit

COMMUNITY HALL
The Festival
MainStage and
Round Room exhibit
will be open.
See page 4 for hours.

VOLUNTEER
FOR FREE
TICKETS
Call or stop by
the box office
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Art in
Unusual
Places
This program takes performers out of
traditional venues in these mostly acoustic,
short and free appearances of the Festival’s
evening Farm performers.
FREE PERFORMANCES

Art In Unusual Places
2 pm Friday, July 29 at Grassy Point

Leeroy Stagger

Art In Unusual Places
Miguelito Valdes and Friends
2 PM, Saturday, July 30
Outside Hall Stage behind festival office
Live on the Lawn at CHFR 96.5 FM
11 AM - Sunday, July 31

Pharis & Jason Romero

Art In Unusual Places
2 PM – Sunday, July 31
Sandpiper Beach Meadow

Pharis & Jason Romero

Art in Unusual Places
2 PM, Monday Aug. 1
Ringside Market

IAMTHELIVING

Classical Kids
10 AM, Saturday Aug. 6
Hornby Island Community Hall

Kaimerata
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Performances
at the Hornby Hall
A unique and intimate setting in the Hornby Community
Hall with assigned concert seating provides a big city
experience with a small island charm (located at 4375
Central Road at the Corner of Central and Sollans).
Helpful hints for the Hornby Hall
• Lush sweets will be on offer as well as a licensed bar
at the Hornby Hall evening events.
• Any dress code goes – come straight from the beach
or dress to the nines
• All ticketed shows will have an intermission
• All you need is your phone to scan your entry and get
your seat number – or bring your paper proof of
purchase if you prefer
• All ages are very welcome to our classical
performances, but please make sure your little ones
don’t disturb other concert goers or the performers
• Exits are well marked for speedy departure needs.
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Photo by John McLachlan

Thursday, August 4 Noon – 2PM

(DURATION MAY VARY)

Hornby Hall

COME AND WITNESS AN

In-Person
Elder
Survival
Story
Planned under the cultural direction of Elder Barb
Whyte (Billy), this event is an in-person witnessing of an
Elder story. We will be joined by a residential school
survivor and will hear their survival account. Coming to
this event is a way to listen, to educate ourselves and to
participate in a meaningful way in Truth and
Reconciliation. More details on this event are TBA.

Caution – this event will contain disturbing content.
It is not for children and may not be for sensitive
viewers. Discretion is strongly advised. As above,
counselling support is available through Hornby
and Denman Health Care Society.
Image by Andy Everson
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Thursday, August 4 8:00 PM Hornby Hall

Gabor Maté Talk/reading/Q&A

Doors
at
7:30 PM

The Myth of Normal: Trauma, Illness and Healing in a Toxic Culture
Gabor Maté is a retired physician and Order of Canada recipient whose
bestselling books have been published in 30 languages. Dr. Maté is an
internationally renowned speaker highly sought after for his expertise on
addiction, trauma, childhood development, and the relationship of stress
and illness.
His long-awaited first book in over twelve years, The Myth
of Normal shows that health or illness are not
isolated phenomena in a society that is toxic because it
denies essential human needs. In this vital new work
Gabor dissects the underlying causes of malaise – physical and emotional, and connects the dots between our
trauma, personal suffering, and the pressures of modern-day living. Over decades of clinical experience and
research, Dr. Maté has found that the common definition of “normal”
is false: virtually all disease is actually a natural reflection of life in an
abnormal culture, as we grow further and further apart from our true
selves. In the book’s final section, he also outlines pathways to reconnection and healing. The event will feature a talk, a reading and a Q and A.
This event is the international pre-release premiere of The Myth of
Normal and a gift to our island from Dr. Gabor Maté. Please respect this
gift by having absolutely no video, photography or other sharing of the
content of this special evening. The official release will be Fall 2022.
“As if Gabor Maté hasn’t done enough already by de-pathologizing
addiction, autoimmune diseases, and ADHD; now, in this magnum opus,
he challenges us to expand our minds even further.” Richard Schwartz,
Ph.D. creator of the Internal Family Systems Model
www.drgabormate.com
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Friday & Saturday August 5 & 6 8 PM Hornby Hall

Kaimerata
Classical
Doors
at
7:30 PM

Internationally acclaimed soloist and chamber musician, Kai Gleusteen, is founder of
Kaimerata Concerts. His words: “I created
the concept of Kaimerata Concerts in 2011 in
response to a personal need to share my
passion for chamber music with the residents of the city in which I live (Barcelona).
After a few successful seasons in Barcelona,
my next wish was to bring it to my idyllic
summer residence: Denman Island! Now,
eight seasons later, we are delighted to bring
it to Hornby Island! Each season offers a series of performances of masterpieces of a
specific composer, allowing the audience to
gently acquaint themselves and deepen
their understanding of the composer and his
entourage. I offer explanations and have the
musicians demonstrate a few elements on
which the works are built in a friendly, nonintellectual manner.

Classical music has
been a huge part of the
Hornby Festival
throughout its history
and in celebration of
our anniversary, we are
bringing back
Kaimerata, a festival
favourite that has
played role in the
classical portion of the In past seasons, Kaimerata Concerts has
Hornby Festival. visited Brahms, Britten, Mozart, Ravel,
Mendelssohn, Schubert and many more.
This year is a “Tchaikovsky and compatriots”
CLASSICAL KIDS year. Like the artists and authors of his time,
10 – 10:30 AM the music is intense and very emotional.
Saturday, Aug. 6 Emotions are deep and strong. It is as much
Hornby Hall a voyage for the performers as it is for the
audience, immersing themselves in the music of the chosen performer during the
whole process of preparation and performances. The intention is that the main protagonist is the composer, and the audiences
as well as the performers will leave the concerts wanting to know more. ‘The more you
know, the more you love’ is our motto, and it
works on us every year!”
HORNBY FESTIVAL CLASSICAL PROGRAMMING
The Hornby Festival’s classical programming is possible
with huge thanks to Four Oaks and the many years
15
of generous support from Jim and Judy Saks.

FRIDAY EVENING PROGRAM
Rachmaninoff Cello Sonata
Shostakovich Quartet no. 8
Tchaikovsky Quartet no.3

(including Sharon Stanis)

SATURDAY EVENING PROGRAM
Excerpts from Shostakovich Preludes and Glière Duos
Schnittke String Trio
Tchaikovsky Piano Trio
Catherine Ordronneau
“Une pianiste pas comme les autres.” These
were the words of Pierre Petit, the wellknown critique of the Figaro, after a
performance of Catherine Ordronneau.
Although she performed her first solo
concert at age 12, it is only when she turned
18 that she decided to devote herself entirely to music. After receiving
the highest distinction in academics, and the prize of the “Foundation
Lefébure,” she chose to avoid international competitions in order to
develop an eclectic repertoire and grow as a thoughtful and wellrounded musician. Being a lover of literature and nature, Catherine
delivers “mesmerizing interpretation allied to a total musical integrity.”
(The Times) She performs extensively in North America, Europe and
China and has been invited to play as a soloist with many renowned
symphony orchestras. Catherine is also an active chamber musician and
takes part in many chamber music festivals. She has worked and
performed with Canadian violinist Kai Gleusteen for more than 20 years
and their discography includes award winning recordings. Catherine is
professor of piano and chamber music in the Liceu Conservatorio
Superior de Música in Barcelona, Spain.
Kai Gleusteen
Canadian born violinist, Kai Gleusteen
started at the age of five years old. Early on,
he met with success in national music
competitions in addition to receiving top
academic awards. Already at a young age,
he had the opportunity to study with the
most renowned violinists and teachers of his time. By the age of 17, Kai
was awarded the top prize in the Commonwealth Concerto Competition
in Australia, he had received the prestigious Skene Award in Scotland
and had formed his first chamber orchestra: The Group of Twelve.
A strong believer in the musician as a multi-dimensional human being,
Kai chose to combine his musical studies with academic pursuits. At the
University of Michigan, he studied anthropology, geophysics, and philosophy and he received a Master’s Degree from Rice University under the
tutelage violinist Camilla Wicks. In 1991, Paris and Prague became Kai’s
bases for the next nine years, allowing him to develop and perform both
as a soloist and leader of numerous orchestras. In 2000, he won the concertmaster position of the Orchestra “del Gran Teatre del Liceu” and subsequently moved to Barcelona. In 2003, he created the Gran Teatre del
Liceu Chamber Orchestra and was appointed professor at the Escuela
Superior de Musica de Catalunya. He continues to perform extensively as
a soloist and a recitalist throughout Europe, North America and China
and has released numerous critically acclaimed recordings. Kai has the
great fortune to play on a violin made by J.B. Guadagnini, made in 1781
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Beth Root Sandvoss
Cellist Beth Root Sandvoss is known for her
intensely committed performances and
interpretations. She has a notably varied
career as a recitalist, chamber musician and
pedagogue. Beth enjoys an active
performance career in Canada and abroad.
She has recorded for WERN Madison public radio, RTHK Radio Hong
Kong, and CBC Radio. Beth has recorded ten commercial CDs and has
premiered more than 125 new works for solo cello, cello/piano and
chamber ensemble. Beth has an intense interest in new music and is a
founding member of the acclaimed Juno nominated Land’s End
Ensemble. Beth is also a member of the UCalgary String Quartet,
nominated as Instrumental Group of the Year. Beth is a Distinguished
Instructor of Cello at Mount Royal University Conservatory. Additionally,
Beth is an instructor at The University of Calgary. Beth has the great
pleasure and privilege to perform on an award-winning cello made by
her husband, luthier Christopher Sandvoss.
Daniel Scholz
Daniel studied at the University of Regina,
McGill University and at the University of
British Columbia. He was a prize winner at
the Lionel Tertis Viola Competition, the most
prestigious event of its kind, held on the Isle
of Mann. Daniel is the recently retired
Principal Viola of the Winnipeg Symphony
and was a member of the Winnipeg
Chamber Music Society, the Rembrandt
String Quartet, and the Clearwater Quartet.
As a solo artist, Daniel has performed with
several symphony orchestras and has toured Europe with the Nordic
Symphony of Tallinn, Estonia as Guest Principal Viola. Daniel was an
instructor of viola and chamber music at the University of Manitoba and
was the Conductor of the Winnipeg Youth Symphony Orchestra and still
maintains an engaging studio of young musicians. Daniel is an active
adjudicator for many of Canada’s major music festivals and has
performed and taught at Canada’s major chamber music festivals.
Daniel is a faculty member of the National Youth Orchestra of Canada
and the Amici Summer Stringfest in Calgary.
Sharon Stanis (Friday night performance only)
Violinist, Sharon Stanis has a multi-faceted
career as a chamber musician, soloist, and
educator. As a co-founder of the Lafayette
String Quartet, she has toured extensively in
North America and Europe. The quartet
garnered prizes from the Fischoff Chamber
Music Competition and the Portsmouth
(England) International String Quartet
Competition. Ms. Stanis has appeared as
soloist with symphony orchestras and has
served as concertmaster of the Victoria
Symphony in the Summer Festival Series. In
addition to being a member of the Galiano and Aventa Ensembles, she is a
frequent guest artist on the Eine Kleine Summer Music Series. A dedicated
and enthusiastic teacher, Ms. Stanis is currently an Artist-in-Residence at
the University of Victoria, where she teaches violin and coaches chamber
music. She adjudicates numerous festivals across Canada, enjoys giving
master classes throughout North America, and has coached the violinists
of the Victoria Youth Orchestra. She served as an associate instructor
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in the music history department at Indiana University.

Hornby Festival 1987 – The arrival of Caravan Farm Theatre Company – Photo courtesy of Bob Cain

The Hornby Festival gratefully

THE FRUIT
STAND &
JUICE BAR

JW ELECTRICAL
SUSHI
SNAX

TRUE NORTH
TUG TOURS

acknowledges support from:
FORD COVE
STORE

SIZZLE
BREAKFAST
& LUNCH

Volunteers, Donors & Supporters
We would like to extend a warm thank you to the owners of
Rosemuir Farm. The opportunity to hold the Hornby Festival in such
a beautiful venue is a real gift to the community of Hornby Island.
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